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"The Fed somehow  does something to bank reserves, which somehow  makes 
the banks do something to bank deposits, which somehow  have something to do 
with the money stock."

A vague statement. But an accurate statement, perhaps, of the vagueness 
with which many citizens view the mechanics of Federal Reserve operations.
Yet the mechanics of what happens and why are important, because no one 
can really understand or criticize Fed policy unless he has a common-sense 
grasp of how it operates.

The purpose of this article, therefore, is expository: to see, first, how the 
Federal Reserve's operations on bank reserves serve to control the total 
of deposits held at commercial banks, and to see, second, how control of those 
total deposits relates to control of the money stock. Our purpose is to fill 
in those "somethings" and "somehows."

Controlling “W idget" Production

To understand what sort of system the Fed uses to control total bank deposits, 
let's use a hypothetical product and call it a widget. All we have to imagine 
about widgets is that thousands of widgetmakers produce and sell millions of 
them every year and make a profit doing it.

Suppose, now, that for some reason the Federal government wanted to 
control widget production at a rate of 500,000 per month. Quite aside from 
whether this would be a good idea or not, how could such control be ac
complished? There are lots of ways, perhaps, but our interest is in one that 
would work like this: First, the government would print Widget Production 
Permits. Each would say:

This permit entitles the holder to produce five widgets per 
month. Production of widgets without this permission is 
expressly prohibited.

Then the government would distribute 100,000 permits among widget 
producers. If each permit allowed the production of five widgets a month, 
then the 100,000 permits would impose a monthly production ceiling of
500,000 widgets.

Would the permit system work to control widget production? Three conditions 
would have to be satisfied. First, nobody but the government could issue the 
permits. (Successful counterfeiting, for instance, would beat the system.)
Second, the government would have to be able to enforce the 5-to-1 ratio 
between widgets produced and permits held. (If a widgetmaker were able to 
produce without permits, the scheme would limit authorized production but 
leave actual production unaffected.)

Third, the government would have to depend on competition for profits 
among the widgetmakers to ensure that actual production did not fall short 
of the 500,000 ceiling. (If widgetmakers found it profitable to produce only
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200,000 widgets a month, then the permit system 
would merely impose a meaningless ceiling on 
production without controll ing  it.)

Apparently, then, such a permit system would 
work to control total widget production only if 
the government could control the number of 
permits, only if the prescribed ratio between permits 
and production could be enforced, and only if 
competition for profits impelled widgetmakers 
to produce up to the permit-set ceiling.

The widget-control scheme parallels the system 
employed by the Federal Reserve to control total 
bank deposits. Bank deposits are our widgets, 
commercial banks are our widgetmakers, and bank 
reserves are our Widget Production Permits. We 
can verify that the system should work by check
ing the b.anking analogies of the three requirements 
for effective control.

Bank reserves themselves, for the most part, 
are checking-account balances held by  commercial 
banks at their regional Federal Reserve Banks.
Since the Fed keeps the books, there is no way to 
counterfeit our "permits." So for now, at least, 
we can assume the first requirement is satisfied. 
The second requirement for workability, enforce
ment of the ratio between the reserves held by the 
banks and the deposits their customers hold with 
them, is assured by traditional surveillance and 
examination of banks' activities. Since these first 
two conditions are met, the Fed's system should 
impose a ceiling on the total amount of bank 
deposits. In fact, it does.1

As to the third question, whether limiting the 
total of deposits is tantamount to controlling that 
total, it does appear that competition for profits 
among commercial banks operates to keep the 
actual deposit total very close to its limit. In 
practice then, setting a ceiling on total deposits 
operates to control the total.2

Basically, then, the Fed can limit the total 
of bank deposits (1) by limiting the amount of cus
tomer deposits an individual bank can hold for 
each dollar of reserves held by the bank, and (2) 
by controlling the total amount of reserves 
available to banks for permitting the deposits.

1 UntiI the 1930's, reserves were not viewed as a deposit-control 
tool. W hen the Federal Reserve was established in 1914, reserve 
balances at the Fed were intended to provide each bank w ith a 
backup stock of funds. Much like the savings an individual might 
put aside for a rainy day, these deposits at the Fed were "reserved"  
for unforeseen contingencies.

^Commercial banks add to the overall amount of bank deposits 
when they make loans, which they do by accepting a borrower's  
promise to repay and simultaneously crediting additional funds 
to the borrower's checking account. Norm ally, a bank w ill continue 
to make additional loans and add to the overall level of deposits 
as long as the interest the borrower pays on the loan exceeds the 
bank's costs in making it. Costs w ould include whatever interest 
the bank itself w ould have to pay for funds it borrows, plus 
allowances for administrative overhead and for assuming the risks 
of lending.

" Bank reserves themselves, tor the most part, 
are checking-account balances held by com
mercial banks at their regional Federal Re
serve Banks/1

Competition among the banks themselves normally 
keeps total deposits close to the reserve-set limit, 
so that the power to limit is, in practice, the power 
to control the national deposit level.

Seven Important Features

Now let us abandon the widget and extend our 
discussion to several important features of the 
deposit-control system. The seven features 
described below have been selected to flesh out 
our description of the tools and framework 
through which Fed policy exerts its influence.

First, notice that the system we described permits 
the Fed virtually no control over the distribution 
of deposits a m on g  commercial banks. Reserves 
only serve to control the total. Banks compete with 
each other, subject to supervisory ground rules, 
to divide the total among themselves.

Second, we can see that the reserve system, 
by enabling the Fed to control the level of total 
deposits, automatically empowers the Fed to change  
that level as an act of policy. The Fed can move 
to increase or decrease the deposit limits on the 
banking system by acting to increase or diminish 
the reserve account balances commercial banks 
hold at the Fed. (The process is trickier than it looks, 
however, as we shall shortly see.) To decide what 
policy actions to take and what changes to make 
in the amount of reserves available, top Fed 
officials meet each month as the Federal Open 
Market Committee, the Fed's forum for monetary 
policy.

Third, let us ask just h o w  the Fed acts to 
increase or decrease the supply of reserves avail
able to commercial banks. Reserves, remember, are 
deposit balances held by commercial banks at the
12 regional Federal Reserve Banks. To increase 
the total amount of these reserve balances, all the 
Fed has to do is . . . buy something. Buy anything, 
in fact, as long as payment is made with a check 
drawn on a Federal Reserve Bank. What happens, 
in effect, is that the seller deposits the Fed's check 
with his commercial bank, and his bank deposits it 
with the Fed for credit to its reserve account. To 
decrease the reserve total, on the other hand, 
all the Fed has to do is sell something, as long 
as the Fed takes payment for what it sells by 
reducing its reserve account obligation to a com
mercial bank.

Buy what? Sell what? Anything, in theory, just as
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long as the payment is eventually credited to or 
deducted from a commercial bank's reserve 
account at the Fed. When the Fed buys a computer 
or pays an economist, for example, total bank 
reserves increase. More realistically, though, 
the only market large and efficient enough to 
handle the Fed's purchases and sales is the "open 
market" for government securities.3

A fourth feature is that the limitation on total 
deposits can also be changed without open-market 
purchases or sales by the Fed. Instead of changing 
the amount of reserves available to the banks, 
the Fed can simply change the amount of deposits 
each dollar of reserves will permit. This is what 
happens when the Fed changes reserve requirement 
ratios. If the ratio is initially 6-to-1, then each 
dollar of reserve balances permits the issue of six 
dollars in deposits. But if the ratio is changed to
7-to-1, each reserve dollar permits seven deposit 
dollars, thereby raising the total deposit limit to 
seven-sixths of the former level.4 In practice, the 
Fed does not change reserve-to-deposit ratios very 
often, preferring the alternative of changing the 
amount of reserves with open market operations.

A fifth feature of the reserve-control system is that 
banks can borrow reserves directly and temporarily 
from the Fed. This takes place through the so- 
called discount window. Banks whose applications 
are approved pay the discount rate, a Fed-set 
interest rate which has also come to be viewed 
by the public as a gauge of the Fed's determination 
to hold down or encourage up bank deposit levels.5

Another means of giving banks temporary 
flexibility in meeting their reserve require
ments was inaugurated in 1968: Since then 
banks have been allowed to carry forward up to 2 
percent of their reserve excesses or deficiencies 
into the subsequent reserve-computation period.

Sixth, we can note that banks normally try to 
hold a few extra reserves at the Fed in excess of 
the amounts required by the deposit levels they 
report. Banks often lend their excess balances 
to other banks overnight in the market for Federal 
Reserve balances— the Fed funds market, for short. 
Banks looking for reserves bid among each other 
for use of other banks' excess reserve balances, and

3The open market is where already-issued government securities 
are traded by investors, hence the term "open market operations.” 
See "W hat Are O pen M arket Operations?", Harry Brandt, this 
Review, May 1960 (revised March 1972). Reprinted in Federal 
Reserve Policymaking and Its Problems, 2nd ed., Number VII 
(Readings in Southern Finance, Atlanta, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, November 1972), p. 30.

,<The ratios are often expressed, equivalently, as percentage 
reserve requirements. A 10-to-1 ratio implies a 10-percent reserve 
requirement; a 5-to-1 ratio implies a 20-percent reserve require
ment, etc.

■''See "The Discount Rate: Problems and Remedies," this
Review, June 1972. Also, "M em ber Bank Borrowing: Process 
and Experience," Arnold A. D ill, this Review, April 1973.

the interest rate that emerges from each day's 
bidding is called the Federal funds rate. This 
rate is a sensitive reflection of how much pressure, 
if any, there is between the banks' determination 
to expand their deposits and profits, on the one 
hand, and the Fed's determination to limit such 
expansion, on the other.

Seventh and finally, it is important to realize 
that banks use reserve balances to settle debts 
among themselves. Traffic is heavy, since commer
cial banks are constantly taking credit for checks 
deposited with them and crediting other banks for 
checks written by their own customers. Banks also 
consummate their Federal funds transactions by 
asking the Fed to transfer reserves. A commercial 
bank's reserve balance is almost continuously 
changing in reflection of debits and credits 
resulting from thousands of banking transactions. 
This complicates the banker's job of keeping 
enough reserve balances at the Fed to permit the 
deposits held at his bank and explains why the 
discount window and the Fed funds market are 
often useful.

Some Frustrating Complications

The Fed's system for using bank reserves to control 
total bank deposits, though simple in concept, 
encounters some frustrating complications in prac
tice. This section discusses four of them.

The first follows from the facts that all bank 
deposits are not the same and that all deposits do 
not carry the same deposit-to-reserve ratio. Com
mercial banks issue deposits with diverse charac-

"The Fed's system tor using bank reserves to 
control total bank deposits, though simple in 
concept, encounters some frustrating compli
cations in practice

teristics: checking-account balances available 
on demand and paying no interest, interest-bearing 
savings account balances, and fixed-maturity 
certificates of deposit, for example. All of these 
deposit forms are bank liabilities and each, as it 
happens, is subject to a numerically different 
deposit-to-reserve ratio. Current regulations, 
moreover, require larger banks to hold more 
reserves per dollar of deposits than smaller banks.6 
So all deposits are not the same, and the same 
reserve ratio does not apply to all deposits.

This proliferation of deposit types and reserve- 
to-deposit ratios complicates the reserve-control

"To further complicate matters, there are other "nondeposit lia
b ilities" of banks which must also be backed by reserves, as, for 
example, Eurodollar liabilities.
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"Increasingly in the 1970's, however, Fed at
tention has focused not on total deposits but 
instead on the money stock. As a result, the 
Fed has experimented with various methods 
of tailoring the existing reserve system to its 
new problem of controlling the stock of 
money."

system. If the Fed wants the banks to issue more 
demand deposits and decides to supply additional 
reserve balances through open market operations 
to permit the additional demand deposits, for 
example, then Fed policymakers have to guess how 
many of the additional reserves will be used by 
the banks for additional demand deposits, and 
how many will be used for additions of other 
deposit types. (We shall return to this example 
in the next section.)

A second, somewhat different complication is 
that various hard-to-predict events operate on their 
own to increase or decrease the total amount of 
reserves available. It is almost as if a tribe of 
gremlins were capriciously stealing and replacing 
each bank's stock of reserves, shifting the reserve 
total up and down in the process.

One reason this happens is that banks can count 
the currency and coin they hold in their vaults 
as reserves. Putting the details aside, the result 
is that total reserves change every time a bank 
customer deposits currency or cashes a check at a 
teller's window. Essentially the same result occurs 
every time the U. S. Treasury or a foreign central 
bank shifts deposits between a commercial bank 
and a Federal Reserve Bank.

The biggest gremlin of all, though, arises from 
what bankers call Fed float. Banks use the Fed to 
clear checks, as we said, crediting the reserve 
account of a bank which submits a check with a 
delay estimated to equal the time it will take 
to collect the check (by deducting reserves from 
another bank). When the estimate is poor, so 
that the deduction and the credit fail to coincide, 
Fed float results. This Fed float varies from day 
to day, as when a snowstorm delays the physical 
shipment of checks from a major city, thereby 
delaying the collection of those checks in other 
cities. As it varies, so does the total of reserves 
available.

We call gremlins like these market factors. The 
Fed works hard to predict how these factors will 
shift and tries to offset their effects by buying or 
selling government securities. (This, in fact, is 
what impels the Fed to engage in a large dollar 
volume of open market operations almost every day. 
If the problem were simply to add a few reserves 
every month to allow for gradual growth in the

economy's need for deposits, then the Fed could 
probably get by with a single security purchase 
each week.)

A third operational complication surfaces when 
one considers that thousands of banks hold reserve 
balances at the Fed. It is a big job just to add up 
how many deposits each bank holds in each 
reserve-ratio category. With the banks' cooperation, 
an elaborate deposit tabulation and accounting 
system has been built and is constantly being 
improved. Even with this, though, a bank itself is 
often unsure of its deposit totals until the following 
day or thereafter. This is perhaps the main reason 
why reserve balances and deposit totals are matched 
up on a weekly average basis rather than daily.7

A final complication, here at least, is that only 
four out of ten commercial banks are members 
of the Federal Reserve System. Only about 40 
percent of U. S. banks, therefore, are subject to 
the direct influence of the Fed's reserve system. 
(Nonmember banks must conform to alternative 
reserve requirements established by state laws.) 
Fortunately, however, member banks account for 
about 80 percent of U. S. bank deposits.

These are some of the headaches— there are many 
others— which the Fed encounters as it tries to use 
the bank reserve system to limit total bank 
deposits. Although the scheme is conceptually 
so simple it seems as though it would have to 
work, perhaps in practice the surprising thing is 
that it works at all.

Bank Reserves, the Money Stock, 
and RPD's

With some complications, then, the reserve system 
we have discussed enables Fed policymakers to 
exert control over total bank deposits. Increasingly 
in the 1970's, however, Fed attention has focused 
not on total deposits but instead on the money 
stock.8 As a result, the Fed has experimented 
with various methods of tailoring the existing 
reserve system to its new problem of controlling 
the stock of money.

The money stock, in each of several definitions, 
includes some types of bank deposits but not 
others. Demand deposits of private customers are 
always included in the money stock, for example; 
negotiable certificates of deposit are never included. 
Looking at the other side of the same coin, this 
means that the total of deposits, the total subject 
to reserve control, includes some types of deposits

7The reserve statement period is a seven-day w eek, Thursday 
through Wednesday, over which banks must hold enough reserve 
balances, on average, to meet the requirements im plied by their 
deposit levels reported two weeks previously.

f'The main objective of Fed policy is economic stabilization. The 
Federal O pen M arket Com m ittee has increasingly adopted the view  
that appropriate control of the money stock is the best way to 
pursue that objective. For a discussion of the issues involved, 
see "The Money Supply Controversy," this Review, June 1969.
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not included in the money stock.9
The basic problem is how to use reserves to 

control a particular part of total deposits (i.e., those 
classified as money) while ignoring the remain
der of total deposits (i.e., those not classified as 
money).

We alluded to this problem in an earlier ex
ample: If the Fed decides to supply additional 
reserve balances with the intent of permitting 
growth in money-type deposits, there is nothing to 
prevent the banks from using the reserves to in
crease nonmoney-type deposits. Conversely, if 
deposits of the nonmoney type increase, banks must 
find reserves to permit the increase, perhaps even at 
the expense of an undesired decline in money 
deposits.

The situation resembles a family which classifies 
its expenses as either necessity expenditures 
or luxury expenditures. If the family's total expendi
tures stay at their limit of spendable income, 
then an increase (or decrease) in necessity 
expenditures must be accompanied by a decrease 
(or increase) in luxury expenditures. We could say 
that the spendable income limit resembles the 
limit imposed by the quantity of reserves available 
to the banks, luxury expenditures correspond to 
the money-type deposits whose levels the Fed 
wants to control, and necessity expenditures cor
respond to the other nonmoney deposits. (There 
is nothing necessitous or luxurious about either 
group of deposits, however.)

The Fed has an advantage the family may not 
have: The spendable income in its case (i.e., 
available reserve balances) can be adjusted through 
open market operations. If the family enjoyed 
this advantage and if, like the Fed, it wished to 
control its luxury expenditures while taking care 
of whatever necessities came along, then the family 
would be able to adjust its income to control the 
"income available to support luxury expenditures." 
If the family wished to hold this latter component 
of income constant, for instance, it would have 
to make total spendable income adjustments exactly 
in tandem with movements in necessity expendi
tures, thereby maintaining a constant sub-budget 
for luxuries.10

Just as the family might focus on "income 
available to support luxury expenditures," the 
Fed focuses on "reserves available to support private 
deposits," or RPD's. The Fed subtracts, from the 
total of reserves available to the banks, those

9The money stock also includes one nondeposit item: currency 
and coin in the hands of the nonbank public. In practice, this 
currency component of money is much smaller and less volatile  
than the deposit components, so that the problem of controlling  
money is largely the problem of controlling the deposit com
ponents of money.

1 °This might be realistic where a family sent .1 son or daughter 
to college and agreed to pay for rent, tuition, and books plus a 

fixed allowance for incidentals.

reserves required to permit (nonmoney) deposits 
of the Treasury and the (nonmoney) interbank 
deposits banks hold with each other, along with an 
allowance for excess or unused reserves. The 
reserves these nonmoney deposits use up cor
respond to the family's necessity expenditures. 
RPD's, then, are essentially what reserves remain 
to support money deposits after the reserves being 
used for other purposes have been subtracted.

By focusing their attention on RPD's, Fed 
policymakers try to push aside the other reserve- 
bearing bank liabilities and focus their attention 
on the private demand deposit component of the 
money stock at member banks. RPD's provide 
one way of tailoring the Fed's control over bank 
reserves to control those deposits defined as 
money for the purpose of generating desirable 
behavior in the overall money stock. This proce
dure is basically the one adopted on an experi
mental basis in 1972. Conceptually, we can see 
how it ought to work. Whether it works in practice 
is still a matter for debate.

The importance of RPD's, in any case, should 
not be exaggerated. Their use is only experimental.

" RPD's provide one way of tailoring the Fed's 
control over bank reserves to control those 
deposits defined as money, for the purpose of 
generating desirable behavior in the overall 
money stock."

It is a means of trying to regulate the money stock 
but not an end in itself. The money stock, further
more, is far from being the sole objective of 
monetary policy. RPD's do not equal Federal 
Reserve policy, but they do reflect an ingenious 
new approach to an important aspect of policy.

A Brief Summary

The reader who has stuck with us should now have 
a feel for how reserves are used as the basic tool 
of monetary policy. We have seen how reserves 
can effectively limit total deposits. We have 
seen how this limitation approximates control but 
says nothing about the distribution of deposits 
among banks. We have seen how the Fed's open 
market operations and reserve requirement changes 
work and how the Federal funds market and 
the discount window fit into the larger scheme.
We have also explored the nature of some of the 
practical complications faced by the Fed as it 
attempts to employ the basic deposit-limitation 
scheme. Finally, we tried to bridge the gap 
between the money stock and reserves, explain
ing why the concept of RPD's has emerged in the 
1970's. ■
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